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Children may
have new day
care this fall
by Eric Dentel
MANAGING EDITOR

•

•

Student leaders and administrators are taking the
first tentative steps to start a drop-off day care
program at UCF by the fall.
The Creative School for Children offers regular,
programmed day care for the children of students,
faculty and staff members. But the school has a long
waiting list and students who only need the service
occasionally have had to find another option. These
are the people the drop-off day care would serve.
~e're looking to fit the needs of the non-traditional student," said Student ~vernment Chief of
StaffJeffLaing. "It will be for the students taking one
or two classes .
"They can drop off their children, go to class and
then pick them up.,,
Those working on the project are not sure how
· many students would take advantage of it, but early
Mict.el Laughlin1CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTU RE
response has been positive.
Students
thumbing
through
the
magazine
rack
at
the
University
Bookstore
will
not
find issues of Playboy,
Within a few days of a story about the project in
and
Penthouse.
The
magazines
are,
instead,
located
under
check-out
counters.
Playgirl
The Orlando Sentinel, Laing received several calls
from interested students.
"They wanted to sign up already," Laing said.
According to a survey done this fall of 449 evening
students, 11 percent would take advantage of eveunder the two main check-out
"Placing the magazines out of
ning day care ifUCF offered it for a nominal fee. Most by Jamie Carte
students, 81 percent, said the question was not appli- ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
counters. A sign, posted on the . sight lessens the law-breaking pocable to them, and 8 percent said they would not use
magazine stand, indicates where tential," Carroll said.
drop-off evening day care, according to Jimmy WatAccording to Carroll, the idea of
To avoid the potential of violat- customers can ask for the adult
moving the magazines came from
son, director of student information and evening/ ing the Florida minors law, the magazines.
weekend services.
Bookstore manager, Tim Car- a suggested resolution which was
UCF Bookstore management
If those numbers hold true for the rest of UCF's pulled adult magazines off their roll, said the move was made to defeated almost unanimously by
10,000-student evening population, the service shelves.
enforce the Florida minors law, the student senate last spring.
The resolution specified
would get plenty of use. UCF defines an evening
The student senate last spring which forbids the sale of pornostudent as anyone taking at least one class starting defeated an effort to do the same. graphic material to persons under Playboy, Playgirl, Penthouse and
at 5 p.m. or later.
Easy Rider magazines should be
The University Bookstore now the age ofl8.
About 2,500 students on the main campus take no keeps three adult magazines unYet, Carroll said, customers will taken off the racks and placed out
day classes at all.
der the counter because of con- not be asked to show identification of view.
The resolution was taken to the
Laing estimates that the project's start-up will cerns expressed by a few ex-stu- to verify their age. "It will basically
require about $50,000 in student government funds, dent senators.
be a up to the discretion of the student senate by ex-Sen. Tom
Joseph who feared minors could
which come from the tuition each student pays. The
Although the issue was clerk," Carroll said.
costs are still being figured, but the money would go brought up a year ago, it wasn't
Carroll said the bookstore could obtain the magazines if they were
toward new personnel, equipment and, possibly, fa- until last semester that the move be liable for breaking the Florida placed where they could see them.
was made. Playboy, Playgirl and minors law if a minor just looks at
see MAGAZINES page 4
see DA y CARE page 4 Penthouse magazines were placed a magazine.

Adult magazines pulled off shelves

Departmental
audits finally
completed
by Avis Quesinberry
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

..

RALLY AT LAKE EOLA
UCF students Esta Krukin, Karen Simasek and alumni Gayln Wolfe and Patti
Gormley (above) listen to speeches at a pro-choice rally Monday at Lake Eola
whil_e (Left) Pro-life supporters use a swan boat to get their message across.

•

After more than 40 hours of presentations and thousands of papers outlining departmental programs including
graphs and charts, the academic audits
President Steven Altman requested
nearly three months ago are complete.
"It was a monumental task for all
departments," Dr. Jo Edwards, chair of.
the department of health sciences,
said.
The audits began last October with
the compilation of departmental data.
including goals, purposes, history
highlights, faculty profiles, achievements, summary of external funds,
student performances, graduate follow-ups, budget needs, strengths and
see AUDITS page 4
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MINORITY
INTERNSHIP

•

Summer Program

I NSU RANCE

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES

®

Interview Date

•

•

February 7, 1990

Interview Location Career Resource Center

A NON-SALES POSITION

PURPOSE:

•
•

The State Farm Insurance Companies have a Summer Minority Internship Program wh ich is aimed at:

*
*
*

Providing minority college students, completi ng their JUNIOR year, opportunity to work and gai n business exposure in the
insurance industry.

•

Giving meaningful summer employment to student interns plus an opportunity to save money for fall schooling .
Allow State Farm management and the intern to examine mutual interest in future career employment with State Farm.

SELECTION OF INTERNS:

PROGRAM CONTENT:

Candidates completing their junior year will be selected
for the intern program in cooperation with various college
placement directors and faculty members. Interviews will
be held on campus. Selection will be based on credentials
and interests of the applicants.

The interns will receive an orientation to State Farm
and the insurance industry. They will obtain on the job
training similar to that of an insurance claim adjuster
and become . familiar with their department's role
within the company.

LOCATIQN AND LENGTH OF PROGRAM:
Interns will work in State Farm's various claims offices
located between Gainesville and Miami, beginning
early June and concluding mid-August or later
depending on availability.

•

COMPENSATION:
The interns will recerve approximately S9.25 an hour.
This figure will increase with increases rn the
consumer pri~e index.

•

•

If you are completing your junior year and are interested in an interview, please contact:

____C_o_ri_n_ne_R_u_ss_o___ __

at _ _ _2_7_5_-2_3_6_1_ _ or:

•
Yvette Griffin
Field Personnel Representative
2500 Sand Lake
Orlando, FL 32809
(407) 850-4525
STATE FA RM INSURANCE COMPANI ES
3425 Lake Alfred Road • Wi nter Haven, Florida • 33888

•
•
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live Garden :turns away
UCF students wanting ·obs
Restaurant will keep applications for later consideration
ground or during spring and summer
breaks.
Anne Powell, dfrector of communicaAfter encouraging them to apply, a tions for the 0 live Garden, said the new
new restaurant turned UCF students restaurant did hire five UCF students
a way because their schedules were not wh o had changed their schedules
flexible enough.
around to free themselves for training
Colleen Sherman, a senior majoring seminars.
in hospitality management, responded
According to Dr. Ashmun Brown,
to an ad placed in the Jan. 11 issue of university attorney, the Olive Garden
The Central Florida Future and was did nothing legally wrong by placing
turned away by the Olive Garden on the ad and then turning away students
Colonial Drive near Alafaya Trail.
who applied.
The restaurant is scheduled to open
"They [Olive Garden] could discrimiJan. 29.
nate against people who chew gum or
"I think it's totally ridiculous," Sher- wear red shirts," Brown said.
man said, "I've been working in restauHe said only those things such as a
rants all through college and now the person's race and age that are specifiOlive Garden will not hire me because cally mentioned in the constitution are
I don't have total flexibility."
protected against employment disAnnie Dixon, a senior majoring in crimination.
communications was also turned
Powell said the ad may have been
away. She disagrees with Sherman placed as insurance so that if hired
about the situation.
employees left the company, students
"I've had a lot of experience with res- could be called on to fill the positions .
taurants and I know that total flexibil"What we do is keep every applicaity is needed in the employees when tion for 90 days," Powell said, "It cou!d
opening [a restaurant]," Dixon said.
take eight weeks but we sometimes
Adrian Gruber, service manager for have openings within one or two
the Olive Garden said, "Students are a weeks."
resource. We're not brushing them off,
According to Sheri Dressler, director
we need them."
of the UCF office of Cooperative EducaAccording to Gruber, the students tion, the Olive Garden has been an
who applied and were turned away open door for students in the past. OH, BROTHER!
were told to come back in eight to 10 Dressler said she expects this to con- Sgt. Padgett asks evangelist Jim Giles to move away from the Health and Physics
weeks when the restaurant is off the tinue in the future.
Green Tuesday to keep a touring group of children from hearing off-color language.
by Mike O'Neill

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

Study programs in Eastern Europe find ma_
s s appeal
Staff Report
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

Foreign study groups say U.S. students have immediately responded to the vast political changes
sweeping through Eastern Europe by clamoring for
study programs in Eastern Bloc nations.
They say few such programs will be ready by the
summer, however.
"We have gotten quite a bit ofresponse," reported
Juliette Shapland of the Council on International
Educational Exchange in New York. Students, she
said, are hoping to see first-hand the recent changes
in Poland, Hungary, East Germany and Czechos]o-

• GRADUATE POSITION

.

•

A part-time graduate assistant position is available in the
office of the assistant vice
president for student affairs.
The graduate assistant will
work with matters concerning
student government/student
senate, research projects and
budgeting for the division of
student affairs.
The position is available as
soon as possible. For further
information contact Kenneth
Lawson at 275-2628.

\akia. Beginning in the fall of 1990, the CIEE will
offer 16-week academic programs in Warsaw and
Budapest.
The programs will cover economics, political science, history and culture.
And although they had been set before the recent
political changes, course content will now get into
controversial areas, and thus will be vastly improved.
"There will be a tremendous difference in what
courses will be like," Shapland promised.
Although it's too early to know what sort offoreign
study opportunities will be available in Eastern
Europe, many predict a growing number of them.
"Because the interest is rising, we'll have to look

I center auditorium.

I•
I

SONG CONTEST

The UCF Music Recording
Society is sponsoring a song
I contest. Three first place winners will be chosen in pop/rock,
jazz and other categories. The
category winners could receive
cash or three hours of professional studio recording time.
l The contest is open to all
I UCF students and groups.
Applications and more information can be obtained at the
studio door, FA#l15.
Deadline for entry has been
• STAINED IMAGES
Stained Images, a 25 min- set for Feb. 28.
ute video of interviews with I
college student, examines the • WRITERS' FORUM
range of views toward ChristiNovelist and columnist Carl
anity and the Church.
Hiaasen will be featured at a
A live UCF panel will an- program on Feb. 20 and 21
swer questions from the audi- hosted by UCF and sponsored
ence. The panelists will be Dr. by the Florida Endowment of
Dan White, from the humani- the Humanities.
ties and philosophy dept.; Dr.
Hiaasen, a columnist for the
Roy Brown, a local professor Miami Herald, will examine
a:nd students Brian Pikalow the impact of contemporary
Florida upon writers.
and Scott Horner.
The event is free and sponHis first appearance in the
sored by Intervarsity Chris- UCF program will be at 7 p.m.
on Feb. 20 at the Orlando
tian Fellowship.
It will occur on Tues., Jan. Public Library.
On the second day, he will
30 at 7:30 p.m. in the student

I
I

be joined in the library by a
paneloflocalauthorsat2p.m.
Both sessions are free, open
to the public, and will be
signed for those with hearing
impairments.
•

STUDENT SENATE

The student senate's spring
semester meeting time is 4
p.m. everyThursday. The next
three meetings (Jan. 25, Feb .
1, Feb. 8) will be held in the
Tropical Oasis. After that, all
meetings will be held in the
University Dining Room.
• DISASTER CLASSES

The Central Florida Chapter of the American Red Cross
is offering classes to train volunteers for hurricane disaster
relief.
The first class will be held at
7 p.m. on Wednesday, Jan. 31
in downtown Orlando.
To register or for more information call 894-4141.
There is no charge for Red
Cross Disaster Volunteer
training.
.• WOMEN WORKSHOP

The Jewish Community
Center of Central Florida and

into it," said Jenmfer Fountain of the American
Institute of Foreign Study in Connecticut. "But it's
not something that could happen by this summer."
The University of Arizona got a head start in
Eastern Europe study programs.
German department head Renate Schulz had been
trying to arrange a foreign study program at Karl
Marx University in Leipzig, East Germany for four
years and had finally reached an agreement with the
school in September, a little less than a month before
the "fall" of the Berlin Wall.
Under the agreement, Arizona students will be
able to take part in a three-week study session taught
by Karl Marx faculty.

I- Legends Salon will sponsor the

1 side dorm in late November
Third Annual Women's Con- 1 when a woman dancing a
ference on Sunday, Feb. 11 at steamy striptease in a lounge
the Radisson Hotel in down-' inadvertantly set off the
town Orclando.
building's fire alarm.
Keynote speaker for the
The alarm was triggered by
event will be Ellen Sue Stern, a smoke machine the stripper,
author of The Indispensable who was hired by male hall
Woman.
I residents "as
a response to
In addition to the keynote female residents' hiring of a
and luncheon, eight different male stripper earlier in the
workshop sessions will be held I term, was using in her act.
throughout the day.
For more information call 1 • PSYCHED FOR CLASS
Randa Marder at 645-5933.
. (CPS) A huge, 1600-student
introductory psychology class
•PARK JOBS OPEN
at the University of Toronto
Glacier National Park, lo- I abruptly was disrupted when
cated in Montana, is looking I many students, heeding to a
for students to fill more than cue given them at 12:25 p.m.
900jobs in all hotel and hospi- on Nov. 21, began shouting as
tality areas.
loudly as they could.
Students said they had been
Jobsincludefrontdesk positions, maids, cooks, waitresses organized by a classmate who
and bus drivers. Some stu- had seen a Molson beer ad
dents will also participate in urging readers to "scream (a
guest entertainment.
Molson slogan) out at the top of
For details on jobs and sala- your lungs during a psycholries call Glacier Park, Inc., .at ogy lecture."
Prof. Katherine Covell was
(602) 248-2612.
upset by the incident because
the class has been difficult to
• ALARMING STIPPER
(CPS) Resident assitants control all year. "The first day
evacuated residents of a Uni- (of the term)," she said, "everyversity of California - River- one was doing the wave."

4
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AUDITS
FROM PAGE 1

weaknesses as well as goals for
the future. They were wrapped
up Jan. 11 with oral presentations from all 40 departments.
"The audits were an assessment on all academic programs," Richard Astro, provost and vice president for aca-

demic affairs, explained.
According to Edwards, the
audit$ were a time for faculty
to meet with their department
chairs and focus on the we8knesses and strengths of their
programs, as well as deciding
on future goals and what funding, policy revisions, etc. will
be needed to meet the goals.
"Departments had to look
intem8:llY and set directions,"

Dino's
Pizza
Parlor

Edwards said. Edwards felt
the self-study was beneficial
for all.
"This will enable us to develop a more systematic approach to budget and program
management," Astro said.
Now that the audits are
complete, a committee wiil be ·
formed to comb through all the
data collected and will be used
to sketch out a masterplan.

1o:s76 E. Colonial Drive
Tower ;place Shopping Center

Free Delivery

282•3466

Employment Opportuaides Available

are embarrassed to ask for the
magazines.
FROM PAGE 1
FROM PAGE 1
Despite the sales decrease,
Carroll said, "It is a good move
cilities for the Creative School,
Christine Toutikian, vice and it will help avoid the powhich would be running the president of student govern- tential to violate laws."
program.
As a further measure, Carment, said, "The resolution
"It's almost like a repeat of was defeated because the sen- roll has established a Bookhistory,"
said Dolores ate did not want it to seem as if store Advisory Committee to
Burghard, director of the they were trying to censor the discuss the bookstore's poliCreative School, "because bookstore."
cies.
The committee will be made
they're the ones that got us
Carroll said the actual move
started."
was delayed because the book- up of a faculty member, an
Student government paid store employees were looking administrator, a student repto set up the Creative School in for racks to fit under the resentative and the bookstore
manager.
1976 and subsidized it for sev- counter.
The group will hold its first
eral years until it began makThe racks were not found.
ing money. The new project The magazines were placed on monthly meeting later this
would probably be similarly a shelf under the counters in- month.
supported.
Carroll said concerns about
stead.
As a result of the magazine the magazines and other bookBurghard has been working
with student government move, Carroll said sales have store policies can be taken to
leaders to estimate the cost of gone down because students the new committee.
the drop-off service. She is
optimistic about its prospects.
"It will probably start off
slow until people find out
about it and then it will grow,"
she said.
Student body President
Fred Schmidt agreed.
He said the people working
on the project still have a lot of
Saturday Vigil Mass
homework to do, but, he
added, "I think it's almost 100
6:00 P.M.
percent that something will
materialize by this fall."

DAYCARE

MAGAZINES

Parade Auditions
Walt Olsney World Resort is casting seasonal employees for
Easter and Summer season 1990. FUl.1-time positions available
Immediately for height ranges under 5' and over 5' 11' '.
SA'.11JBD~ FEBRUARY 3

9All REGISTRATION
DELTA COURT OF FLAGS HOTEL
GOLD SEAL BALLROOM
5711S Major Boulnard
(Kirlmum Road and Major Blvd.)

ST. JOSEPH'S
CATHOLIC CHURCH

Applicants must be
at least 16 years old,
be prepared to
participate in a
short movement
exercise.. wear
comfortable attire
and shoes that allow
free movement
Bring proof of age
as well as social
security verification
to the audition.
Seasonal parade
rehearsals will
begln weekends in

Sunday Masses
8:00, 10:30 & 12 Noon
Scripture Study
Wednesday, 7:30 P.M.

•

March.
If you have

questions. call Walt
Disney World
Auditions at
407 / 345-5701
Monday-Friday.

1501 Alafaya Trail
275-0841

•

10AM-4PM.

~~~WELCOME~~~
c The Walt Dis ney ompany

An

Equal Opportunity Employer

•
•

NEW from liewlett-Packard
•

NOW HIRING ·
The HP-148 Business Calculator

Students:
Make the most of your
study time with th.is
easy-to-use calculator.

The HP-425 RPN Scientific Calculator

Power to handle your
tough problems. And
it's the best one
available for matrix
and vector math!

Waiters
Waitresses
Cashiers·
Security
Cooks,
Dishwashers
Gift Shop
Hostesses
Guest Service Host

Come~ and try one today.

,m
I
t

-

Wl.. HEWLETT
....~PACKARD

INTERNATIONAL
Calculator & Qoinputer

2916.Corrine Drive, Orlando • 898~0081
Call b:fan: IJOOll b

mlll daydcl1._-y "!.)'awdomvla Ul'5.

~

Join the "Good Time Gang" ·.
ApP.lY Church Street Station
Personnel Train Car
Mon. thru Fri., 9-5
or
Ring 4 22-24 34
,1

•

•

•
•

•

.. .

u., .....Sit card or C.O.D.

•
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AIRPORT
TRANSPORTATION

Chinese students upset
COLLl;:GE PRESS SERVICE

*

8S7·9S9S

Chinese students studying
in the United States say they
are disapointed and confused
by President George Bush's
recent reopening of contacts
with the Chinese government
and his vetoing of a bill that
would have allowed them to
stay in the U.S. longer.
"Bush," said one Stanford
University Chinese student
who, fearful that his family in
Beijing could be harmed,
asked not to be named, "is too
flexible with his value judgements."
"I think there is real disappointment among Chinese
students," added John Pearson of the Bechtel International Center at Stanford University, where 197 Chinese
students are enrolled. "(Bush)
missed a real opportunity to
stand up for the same principles that are being espoused
in Eastern Europe."
The anger and resentment
stemmed fro.n the president's
Nov. 29vetoofa bill that would
have allowed Chinese students -many of them marked
for trial and possible persecution upon their return home to extend their visas by four
years and then apply to become permanent U.S. residents.
The lOlst Congress convened its third session
Wednesday as The Central
Florida Future went to press
and results of its expected

For Reservations

•

•

•

override of Bush's veto were
not available.
China's government, of
course, has been persecuting
and sometimes executing leaders of the nation's pro-democracy movement, since it killed
an estimated 3,000 demonstrators in Beijing in June.
Many of the 42,000 Chinese
students and scholars enrolled
at B.S. campuses have actively
continued support for the prodemocracy movement with an
elaborate fax network to relay
information back home and
picketing the Chinese embassy in Washington, D.C.
Embassy officials took pictures of the picketers, hoping
to identify them.
But President Bush said the
visa-extension bill would have
put America "in a straitjacket
that would render us incapabJe of responding to changing circumstances."
He then issued a presidentiaJ directive that allowed the
students to app]y for extended
visas.
"The White House claims it
will issue a regulation as effective as the statute. But even
though we have only been in
America shortly, we know that
a regulation and statute are
not the same thing," read a
statement issued by the Independent Federation of Chinese
Students and Scholars, which
represents Chinese nationals
studying in the U.S.
Since then, however, news
reports have revealed the
administration has been car-

Staff Report

Lincoln Towncars - Budget Rates
UCF SPECIALS

*

Something for those
of you who aren't taking
Stanley H. Kaplan Prep~
We've produced more top scores on tests like the
I.SAT, GMAT, GRE and MCAT than all other courses
combined. Which means if you're not taking Kaplan
Prep:W you may need to take more than a #2 pencil
to the test.

ESTANIEY H. KAPIAN

£Take Kaplan Or Take Your<ltances

2238 Winter Woods Blvd.
Winter Park, FL
(407) 678-8400
Classes Forming Now!

rying on diplomatic contacts
with China since the summer,
despite the wave ofrepression.
"Chinese students are very
frustrated. The problem is
that many of them are very
naive about the United States.
They think it is a paradise, and
the base support for democracy.Now they don't know who
they can depend on," said the
Stanford student.
The National Association
for Foreign Student Affairs
(NAFSA) said an override
won't change much for Chinese students.
"Although the presidential
directive is independent (of the
visa extension bill), it duplicates most of the provisions
contained in the legislation. if
passed in its current form, it
appears that the bill would not
provide any additional immigration benefits which are not
already covered in the presidential directive," NAFSA
said in informational packet
sent to Chinese students during the holiday break.
The anonymous Stanford
student, who has been studying in the U.S. since 1983, said
he will return to his country
when the "situation is suitable."
"We have no basic human
rights in China, but before the
June 4 massacre, I never really
realized that. In China you
have to think in the same way
- or at least say you do - as
the government. After being in
the U.S. for so long I don't feel
that I can do that anymore."

•

Attention
Students!!
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All Potential Presidential and .
Vice-Presidential Candidates Must
Meet to Review Elections Statues on
Thursday, Janua~y 25th, Tuesday,
January 29th, and Wednesday,
.
February 7th. For Further
Information Contact Diana· S. or Jeff
M. at X2191.
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Greeks may 1·o se out at Bucknell
puses.
The same week Bucknell's
faculty voted, for example, '
Sororities and fraternities
brawls broke out at fraternity
functions at Harvard and ·
may soon be a thing of the past
Marquette Universities, and
at Bucknell University if facan Ossining, N.Y., judge senulty members have their way.
The faculty voted 94-46 on
tenced 18 Pace University
pledges to three months proN'>v. 13 to abolish the groups,
bation for "disorderly conas erting they are "racist, elitduct."
ist, sexist and anti-intellecFrats at Morehouse College
tual."
and the UniversityofColorado
Bucknell's Board Qf Trusgot into trouble with the law
tees will vote whether to acfor hazing and drinkcept the faculty recoming policy violations.
mendation to drive
The University of
greeks from the Lewis- "Greeks, by nature are sexist,
Missouri at Columbia
burg, Penn., campus
racist, elitist and anti-intellectual,
banned all "little sisnext May.
"Greeks," explained and the university shouldn't sanc- ter" programs in November after getting
Bucknell librarian
its fourth report of
George Jenks, who tion them because [those] ideals
rapes - occurring eisponsored the motion go against the university ideals."
to banish the school's
- George Jenks ther during or after
13 frats and 10 sororiBucknell librarian fraternity parties since September.
ties, "by nature are
"Fraternities and
sexist, racist, elitist
and anti-intellectual, and the
Bucknell's committee re- sororities have been in exisuniversity shouldn't sanction leased its report earlier in tence for more than 100
them because [those] ideals go 1989, prompting the Novem- years," Jenks said. "They were
against the university ideals." ber faculty vote to withdraw founded to exclude Jews and
Bucknell greeks were upset university approval from the blacks. Unfortunately, they
still maintain that tradition."
by the vote.
houses.
"I don't feel that some of the
The committee report was
Suplee countered that
faculty have made an effort to generally critical of the whole "close to 50 percent of the
get to know greeks," com- greek system, which in fact school's minority population is
plained Dave Suplee, presi- had yielded few examples of involved in greek life."
dent of the school's Inter- misbehavior recently.
· Only 2 percent ofBucknell's
fratemity Council. "I would
"There have been no specific 3,500 students are minorities.
agree that elitism and racism incidents within the past year"
"I would hope there will be
are at Bucknell, but it's not to prompt the faculty's desire an open dialogue on the Buckonly within the greeks."
to ban greeks, said Bucknell nell campus. It's our experiJonathan Brant, head ofthe spokeswoman Deanna Congi- ence that when there is open
National Interfraternity leo.
discussion, greeks can contribCouncil in Bloomington, Ind.,
Almost weekly incidents ute positively and signifiagreed.
have prompted official punish- cantly to the university comUWe see such problems as ments of greeks at other cam- munity," Brant said.
racism, alcohol abuse and sexual abuse as a societal issue,"
Brant said. "But I don't see it
as an excuse for fraternities.
We have to address the problems of society."
The Bucknell vote came five
years after a faculty report examining the value of greek life
on campus. The report suggested they be allowed to remain open pending the conclusions of a Greek Review
Committee.

StaH Report

COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

SAVOR PREMIUM QUALITY &
TRUE FRENCH TRADinON!

tilt··I

Thin,
Ught andFrench
smooth-burning,
the exclusive
LtghtTM
_ :or:
gives you the finest in
tobacco smoking
pleasure.
ROLL·~
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BEST..
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Send us your name and address and we11 sand

you a FREE booldet ol new tfOBFranch Light.
Cigarette Papers.

Experience a wor1d-class
smoke! L.tmrt one free booklet per person .
(Alow u wits for dellvery) ~r be 18 years Did
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Soronty or Fratemny'
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coupon to: Republic T~ Co.
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1 .QRAND CHINA.RESTAURANT
I
$1.00 off each buffet with valid UCF l.D.
I Choose your
All you can
I own combination
eat buffet
of excellent

I Chinese cuisine
I -14 itemsI Take Out Dinners Also Available
I
6856 Aloma Avenue

I
I
I

I
I
I
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Looking so smart!
It doesn't take a lot of
money to look like a
million. For precision
cuts, fashion penns,

_P_R_tJ_L_M_l_l--=C~l.,=E~L-:--L.

and the Series professional line of hair care
products. A great look
at a great price. What
could be smarter?
Find out for yourself
why people keep
coming back to

COIT CUTTER8

•

COSTCUnERS
SUNCREST VILLIAGE
10071 University Blvd.
(University &. Dean)

679-6766

Open 7 days a week for your convenience!

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
$5.75 Haircut :
9
CRcsularS6. S)

:

$19.95 Perm
or Body Wave

:
:

All Hair Lengths

•

CRe&ular S1A.9S)
Loos Hair (ll' llJIOCial wn1p9

•

No Appointment

•

alight &ddltianal charge.

.•

Necessary

•

Appoinlment mcommcndcd

•

Walk-ins 111bjcct to availability.

COIT CUTTER8 : COIT CUTTERS
Wdlttit~.
nae vllidwilll"Yf
oiitr offff

GOodThru • w.i.lhla~.
• not vaidwilh"Yf
218/90

e

other offtr

Good Thru
218/90

20 % Off
In stock
SERIES and Nexus
Haircare Products

•

•

: COIT CUTTERS
•e W~h

•

•

Good Thn:
lhla ooupon.

218190

•
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CONVOCATION ON DIVERSITY

:

i
t

featuring

Dr. Reginald Wilson
Senior Scholar, American Council on Education
Washington, DC

''Cultural Diversity in Education: Meeting
the Needs of Atnerica in the Year 2000''
•

. CEBA II, Room 119

Monday, January 29, 1990
2:00 p.m.

•

STUDENTS

·1

I
II
II
II
II
II

Reception Immediately Following

•

FACULTY

•

STAFF

•

COMMUNITY MEMBERS

ARE WELCOMED

I

I
I

I

I
I

I
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"

•
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The University of Central Florida is an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action institution . .
For further information, please call the Equal Opportunity Office at 275-2348.
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NAME: Bob Shafer
CABINET POSITION: Comptroller
MAJOR: Masters Business
.,.,_:· -·- ···-Administration
CLASS STATUS:
OFFICE #: 275-2191
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Lay· off pOinting
fingers and start
solving problems
Wondrous news from Washington: The
Democrats have pro1>9sed a tax cut, and the
Republicans find themselves in the unusual
position of defending a tax increase.
Daniel Patrick Moynihan, Democratic senator from New York, has proposed a cut in the
Social Security tax, which increased substantially (up to a maximum of $600 per year for
working couples) Jan. I. The Republicans, especially those in the White House, are saying that
the increase, which is needed to build up enough
reserves in the Social Security fund to pay for_
the benefits of soon-to-be retiring Baby Boomers, is not a new tax or their fault.
Trying to jerk the same kind of strings they
did in the '88 election, the Republicans have
tried to raise nameless fears by accusing
Moynihan of attempting to "fiddle around" with
the Social Security system or, alternately, have
tried to blame the increase on the Democrats.
Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., and Ernest Hollings,
D-S.C., discussed the issue on This Week with
David Brinkley. They provided a perfect picture
of the actions of their parties, with Gingrich
furiously dodging and Hollings gleefully calling
him a liar, al though not in so many words.
But therein lies the problem. Instead of addressing the real issues that affect us, most
congressional officials are spending their time
trying to fix the blame.
The real problem is that we have been spending more than we earn and using the surplus
from Social Security to help pay offparl of the
deficit. Last year, the government "borrowed"
$50 billion to pay for expenses. No matter what
the tax rate and who's to blame, when the Baby
Boomers retire, they won't find anything in the
Social Security fund but IOUs if this keeps up.
Moynihan's proposal would also keep the
Social Security fund from being used to pay for
the deficit. This is a step in the right direction,
but many politicians seem to think this issue is
secondary to fixing the blame for their past sins
against our pocketbooks.
Of course, being in the business of bribing the
taxpayers with their own money does tend to
slant your perceptions.
America faces a host of economic problems,
with the deficit chief among them. Congress
should stop trying to fix the blame for our woes
and get to the business of solving the problems.
Forget about the tax cut, but stop stealing
from Social Security to disguise the deficit.
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Leftist Horowitz admits real goals
Among the left's most vituperative proponents,
David Horowitz was certainly one of the most outspoken and active liberals of his day. His parents were
members of the American Communist party and at
just the age of nine years old he marched in the 1948
Communist May Day parade.
By the 1960's Horowitz was viewed as an inclividual on a leftist crusade, as much a part of his corrupt
political generation as the old man of liberalism
George McGovern and Horowitz's comrade Tom
Hayden.
But then almost as aggresively as he had once
saught the socialization of the globe, Horowitz came
upon a new realization.
Now, today, the once virulent leftist of the 60's can
adm ·t that the cause he once fought for was not only
a corrupt instument of decadence then but continues
to be the root cause of societies ru1nation today.
With incredible accuracy born from experience,
Horowitz descibes in his book, Destructive
Generation how his politically active generation of
the sixties claimed they were innocently against the
war in Vietnam but what they really wanted was for
the Communists to win.
He points out that when he and his cronies crusade
proved to be successful, the results proved to be
disastrous- more people died in the first three years
of Communist occupation then had died in all 13
years of the anti-communist war.
Horowitz explains how the left used and uses the
civil-rights movement to their advantage-claiming
they wanted civil rights for blacks but really only

•WATER IS H 2 0K

Editor:
P.O. Box 25000, Orlando, Florida 32816
In a recent article concerning
Bummzs Office (407) 275-2601, News Office (407) 275-2865
chlorine levels at the university,
The Central Florida Future menEditor In Chief
tioned the National Water PurifiR. Scott Horner
cation Systems' (NSA) upcoming
Eric Dentel
Managing Editor
visit to UCF on Jan. 29.
Lauren Curtis
News Editor
What the paper forgot to speak
Bill Foxworthy of is that NSA is a pyramid corpoSports Editor
John Citrone
Confetti Editor
ration that attempts to use scare
Jennifer Off enburger
Copy Editor
tactics to scare potential customDeborah Cunningham
Art Director
ers int the belief that their water is
Jorge Alvarez
Photo Editor
"dangerous."
Lara E. Hutchison
Production Manager
This is totally untrue as cited
by Stephen Healy, the head of the
Tracy Torres campus water treatment plant.
Office Manager
Anissa Larson
Ad Production Manager
Nearly all municipal water. treatArmand Cimaroli
Advertising Staff
ment systems contain safe levels
Cindy Cowen
of chlorine.
The tests performed by Mr.
Opl,._ ~In TM c.ntra1 F1orlda Fuhnw .,. thole of the nGW1P8PW or lndtvtdual
colun1111l and not~ those of the Board ot Pij)ladlonl, Unlvenilly Administration, Plotkin and Mr. Salazar on the
or Board of Regents. lAlterstothe Editor must be typed, maxlrn.im ol 300 woroe and lnatude campus water :were done with
the author's alg~ure. major and phone nurrber. Lette111 are albject to editing for grammar
and IPaD9 and bebomethe ~ prqiertyof the newapaper. Names may be withheld some unknown substance. ·
. w the newlPIPW ,...,.,.. tt)9 right to refute pub!~ of IJlY lener. 111'1 CM/tral ~
In addition, with the·announceFutut9 la afre9,notli>l'oft ~publlahed twice w.ektf during the academic 'J981 and
ment of NSA's arrival on this
WMldy dul1ng the tumm1r. All rnMtlnga of the BOP.,. open to the public.

wanting to use blacks as a battering ram for a revol~
tionary strategy aimed at bringing about a Socialist
future.
Once again he admits the efforts ofhis progressive
crusade amounted to a victory for the leftists bu
ultimately issued yet another assault on society's
moral structure-racist quotas in the guise of"affirmative action."
In retrospect, Horowitz is able to see that his
efforts as a leftist helped to bring on a moral scourge
America will no soon shrug off.
Under the leftist dictate the traditional family an
its values are simply entities to be discarded as "old
fashioned;" the educational academy is simply to be
used as a beacon for liberal doctrine; homosexua
lifestyles are to be accepted as natural.
Horowitz describes the drug craze of the sixties as
an experience meant to "expand the mind."
Today that seed has grown into a full blown ca~
trophe.
I would advise anyone of the liberal persuasion to
pick up a copy of Horowitz's book and take a second
look at his/her own ideology.
Perhaps you will be saved as he was from a destructive generation.

campus, I question the legitimacy
of Plotkin and Salazar's actual
"concern."
If students are to attend NSA's
sale promotion, then I, as a concerned student, request that they
not be suckered into believing that
a water purification system is
mandatory for survival, because it
is not.
If you are convinced, however,
that it is best t o purchase such a
system, then I advise you to researeh the product and .decide
which is the most reliable as well
as cost-efficient.
Such information can be found
in the ·Jan., 1990, edition of Consumer Reports.
I ·am sure an article in that
magazine that will be of particular •
interest is the one titled "NSA: Too
Much For Two Little."

Samllll R. Benjamin
political science

• READ BETWEEN MY LIPS

Editor:
The Central Florida Future,
Jan. 11, informs us that the ne
college budget signed into law by
President George Bush may mean
lo · r reduced grants in the 199091 academic year for college students. Because of this budget and
Bush's fixation on lip-reading and
no new taxes, how many UC
students, as a direct result of these
policies, will be scanningwant-:ads
in 1990 instead of required class
readings? Bush appears to be putting more energy into altering his
wimp-factor image and raising ~is
popularity percentage on medi
polls than into being the "Educa,tion President."
It seems Bush'$ "kind and
gentle" physiognomy appeats to ~
hiding a forked tongue.
>J

, • Chris Favat.,p ·
· . political science

' • ?
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How to buy a new car, or From Here to lnfiniti
He's clinging to your leg right now.
NO! JUST KIDDING! The last time
I jokingly suggested that there was
anything even slightly unpleasant
about buying a car, several million
automotive sales professionals wrote
me letters threatening to take all their
TODAY'S CONSUMER TOPIC IS:
advertising out of the newspaper and
How to Buy a Car.
jam it up my nasal passages. So let me
The First Rule of Car-Buying is one
state in all sincerity that as far as I am
that I learned long ago from my father,
concerned these people are gods, and
car-buying is the most legal fun that a
namely: Never buy any car that my father would buy. He had an unerring inperson can have while still wearing
stinct for picking out absurd cars, cars
underwear.
But it can also be confusing. There
that were clearly intended as industrial
.
are so many brands of cars today, with
pranks, cars built by workers who had to
·.
l)e blindfolded to prevent them from
new ones constantly being introduced,
laughing so hard at the product that they
not only from domestic manufacturers
but also from foreign countries such as
accidentally shot rivets into each other.
Mars. I refer here to the "Infiniti," a car
For example, my father was one of the
that was introduced by a bizarre advery few Americans wno bought the Hillvertising campaign in which - perman Minx, a wart-shaped British car
haps you noticed this - you never
with the samP- rakish, sporty appeal as a
actually saw the car. Really. Al you
municipal parking garage but not as
saw in the magazine ads was ocean
much pickup. Our Minx also had a Surwaves, leading you to wonder: Is this
prise Option Feature whereby the steersubmersible car? Or was there some
ing wheel would disconnect itself at
kind of accident during the photo sesandom moments, so you'd suddenly
sion? ("Dammit, Bruce, I TOLD you
discover that you could spin the wheel all
the tide was coming in!")
the way around in a playful circle withBut no, the Infiniti ads were done
out having any effect whatsoever on the
that way on purpose. They wanted you
ont wheels. Ha ha! You can imagine
to spend $40,000 on this car, plus
how I felt, as an insecure 16-year-old
whatever it costs to get the barnacles
with skin capable of going from All Clear
off it, but they refused to show it to you. Why? Because
~tatus to Fully Mature Zit in seconds, arriving at the flares so I could go back and locate them at night.
Of course, today's cars are much more sophisti- the Infiniti is actually: The Hillman Minx.
big high school pep rally dance, where all the cool
No, just kidding again.
guys had their Thunderbirds and their GTOS with cated, by which I mean "expensive." This is because
The truth is that the Infiniti ads are part of an
their giant engines and 23 carburetors, and there I modern cars employ all kinds of technologically
as, at the wheel of: The Hillman Minx. A car so advanced concepts such as measuring the engine in exciting new trend called"Advertising Whose Sole Is
technologically backward that the radio was still "liters." Let's say you buy a car with a "5.7 liter To Irritate You." The ultimate example of this is the
engine.": This means that when it breaks, you should magazine ads for Denaka vodka, where a haughtily
~receiving Winston Churchill speeches.
; You don't see many Minxes around anymore, not ask your mechanic how much it's going to cost beautiful woman is staring at you as though you're
probably because the factory was bombed by the until you've consumed 5. 7 liters of a manufacturer- the world's largest ball of underarm hair, and she's
saying, "When I said vodka, I meant Denaka." What
Consumer Product Safety Commission. You also approved wine.
Of course, the most important consideration in a fun gal! I bet she's a big hit at.parties. (Pssst! Come
don't see many Nash Metropolitans, another car my
~ather bought. The Metropolitan was designed by buying a new car is the rebate. This is one area of into the kitchen! We're all gonna spit in the Denaka
professional cartoonists to look like the main charac- automotive technology where America still reigns woman's drink!) My point is that there's more to
ter in a children's book with a name like "Buster the supreme. A lot of Japanese cars don't even have buying a car than just kicking the tires.
You have to really know what you're doing, which
f Car Goes to Town." It was so small that it was rebates, whereas some American car dealerships
routinely stolen by squirrels. it was not the ideal car have become so sophisticated that they no longereven is why all kidding aside, I recommend that you carefor dating, because there was room for only one sell cars. Youjust go in there and sign legal papers for fully analyze your automotive needs, study the marperson, so the other one had to sprint along the side a couple of hours and get your rebate and your zero- ket thoroughly, and then purchase the car that you
· fthe highway, trying to make casual conversation percent financing with no payments due until next truly feel, in all objectivity, has the most expensive
: and sometimes dropping from exhaustion. Being a Halloween, and you drive home in your s~me old car. advertisement in this newspaper. Don't thank me:
ill gentleman, I always made sq.re my dates carried Ask :your automotive sales professional for details. I'm just keeping my job.
)
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1979 VW Sc1rocco red on black with red mag
wheels looks and runs great 1650.00 OBO
Call 657-1468

KSA
Meeung at Wild Pizza, Fn 1-26-90 also, skatfor
ing at Semoran Skateway Fn 7:00pm
Into: call Rob 295-1718

Sigma Phi Epsilon

1

Retreat is Sunday at 12:00-50 Bring good
ideas and a big appetite! (Don't steal Jeff's
eggs) Bro of the week 1s Shawn E. G-Me1ster
was a close race between Dave & Doug.Udec1de
'
Detta Sigma Pl
Special thanks to ALL brothers for the successful Spring '90 Rush! Welcome to all the
new pledges1 Pinning Ceremony Friday,
January 26.

Campus organizations, clubs, frats, sororities
call OCMC. 1 (800) 932-057811 (800) 9508472, ext. 10

Pl Kappa Alpha
Get your payment to Chris Vining for the
regional conference this weekend. All sorority
ladies are invited to the semlformal party sat
night 400 Pikes from 7 different chapters.

'

I I

WIN A HAWAllN VACATION OR BIG
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO $1400 IN
JUST 10 DAYSI!!
Objective: Fundra1ser
ComM1tment: Minimal
Money : Raise $1400
Cost: Zero investment

A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING. PLUS
RAISE UP TO $1700 IN ONLY 10 DA VS.
Srudent groups, frats and soroities needed for
marketing project on campus. For details plus
your FREE GIFT, group officers call 1-800765-8472 Ext 50

Alpha Tau Omega
Congrats to all our new inductees as well as all
new brothers and best of luck this year. Remember, bro v alumni f-ball Sunday at noon to
be follOwed by a Bar-8-0 and S-bowl party

NEWMAN CLUB will have Bible srudy and
prayer every Thursday at 6:30 pm. There will
be a Super Bowel party at 5pm at the Newman
House 281-4438.

Female roommate wanted, Goldenrod Rd. 11
2 mile form ENI expwy, 2bl2b, w/d, $240/mo,
elec., phone, cable. Kathy-Work 647-7777,
Home 381-2870

Congrats to Jason for brother of the year, liis
ego increased, we all had that fear. Dave re-

Roommate went to Med. sdiool. Need someone to fill beau!Jful and spacious 3 bedroom 2
1/2 bath 2 story house with fireplace. Nice
quiet lot in a great location. Minutes to UCF
and E-W exp. $215 per month + 113 uulitles.
Laundry room & B-Ball ct. No Deposits 6771630 ask for Dan

ceived best chairman of all, he also got most
desperate because of last fall. Most whipped
went ID Darryl, he earned it well, most outstanding pledge was Fovad we've put him
through hell.
Party at the house on Superbowl Sunday,
even though we're going ID hate life on Monday. For Bud Bowl II Greg LS starting a pool,get
in on the action, don't be a fool.

Roommate wanted for a fully fum1Shed apartment. 0.Un room & bathroom, TV, phone,
etc... , contaet Tony at 275-2188

we·n be back in one shon week,
With another great poem that is suave and
sheek. Go De11sl

Female seeks same to share 28128 apartment Minutes from campus. Pool, jaa.izzt,
tennis $272/mo + 112 ublities. Call 678-6235

.·:

College male looking for roommate for Feb 1.
Contact PaV282-7914

·Z·.

Easygoin' roomma1e wanted to share 3 bdrm
apt 1 mile from UCF
$150+1/3 Ublibes. Ring 273-8504
Music Recording Soc ety
The Music Recording Soctety Song Contest
_ gets a boost-Full Sail Center for the recording
Arts is donating 3 hrs of studio tune & demo
tape to the winners-deadline Feb. 28.All students can get details at meeting January 24 at
6pm in FA1156PMJanuary31 or call Mike at
275-4774. For studio help come to !he studio
help, come to the studio on Tuesday night between B and 9pm.
Fellowship of Chrls11an Athlet..
Attention all alhletes and studentsll FCA
meets tonight at 6:15 In lhe Wayne Densch
SportS Center Building II. Check out me fun,
food, and fellowship!

JSU/Hlllel
Get involved with Jewish Student Union/Hillel.
Programs, mtgs, parties AND lots more. Mtgs
every other Thurs. RM 214 SC. For more info.
call Adam Smith 381-5712
UCF TaekWonDo-You've heard about usl
Now come and jom usl Get into shape and
have some fun M 7-9 T 8-10 Th 8-10 or call
Wes 658-8934 or Kevin 830-4962 Ed Bldg
MPR Just do it!

. If

I

1 or 2 Bdrm Apt, walk $285. 851-7235.
1 bedroom apt w/in walking distance to UCF
$315/month. Call 28 -6545.
Desirable Sherwood Forest3bd/2bth Washer/
Dryer, microwave, dishwasher. One avail
Feb. 1, one avail May 1' $625/mo Reserve now
407-453-7241.

*Sherwood Forest*
312 and 212 available for Immediate occupancy. Call DMV Propertles Inc. 657-1967.
Room for rent $130/mo +utilities kitchen use
AJC 365-5796
NE Orlando Area 1&2 Bdrs. Oak floors, French
doors, Skylights, wood decks $350 & uplmo.
No Pets 1 yr. lease 249-1896, 277-6647, 2573461
250/month One bedroom use of living, dining
area, balh kitchen 282-4581

1

F roomma1e needed soon as possible. 2
bedroom. 1 bath $215 monthly & 112 utihoes.
Easy to get along wnh.

Female roommate wanted, non-smoker. Private bdrm & bath. Rent IS $243 per month & 11
2 unlities. Call Mon-Thurs, between 1 & 6pm.
366-1216.
1Omin. from UCF

R~POSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES available from government from $1 without credit
check. You repair. Also tax delinquent foreclosures CALL 1-805-682-7555 for repo list m
your area.
(call 7 days a week)

Sofas, sofa beds, chairs, tables, pictures,
household items 50% off w11h ad sale ends 11
27 St Vincent De Paul Thrift Store 7339 E.
Colonial Dr. 9am-5pm Tue-Sat
Piano-Walnut-Sptnet-mfg. by BaJctN!n-Howard. Reduced. Call 699-2499.
Bedroom Furn. 4 pieces $200 all
condition Call Larry 658-9182

in

I

CRUfSESHIPS NOW HIRING for spring,
Christmas and next summer breaks. Many
posi1lons. Call 1-805-882-7555 Ext. S-1 • 53.
(call 7 days a week)
"ATIENTION: EARN MONEY READING
BOOKSI $32,000/year Income potential.
Details. (1) 602-838-8885 Ext. Bk 5780
ATIENTION - HIRINGI Government jobs your area. $17,840 - $69,485. Call 1-602838-8885 Ext. R5780
JOIN THE CREW II
Calico Jacks ls naw Hiring fun a:nti energ~tic
servers for the Altamonte Springs and S.
Orlando locations. Part time available and
flexible hours. Call Bob or John for an appt@
767-2529. Remember nobody, but nobody
parties like Calleo Jacksll

IBM PC JR 640K RAM parallel pnnter attachment 16 color monitor 1 floppy dnve. 2 word
processo~ . DOS, olher software . 500.00
OBO 380-8659
Pixel Paint for Mac II never used, best offer
call 677-6056
Contemporary burgundy couch $75 obo.
Scan. design wood & leather brown rechne<
chair & s1ool $75 obo. Call 273-4106 leave
message.

ROOPJ.MATE NEEDED IMMEDIATELY Sun
Key Apts 5 min from UCFI Tennis, pool, spa,
the worksl Male or female, NON-SMOKER.
Rent is 250 mo + 112 util. Jan's RENT FREEi
Call 678-10181That's678-1018

SEIZED CARS, trucks, 4wheelers, TV's, s1ereos, furniture, computers by DEA , FBI, IRS,
and US customs. Available your area now.
Call 1-805-682-7555 EXT. C-1759.
(call 7 days a week)

Seeking responsible female to share 4 bdrm
house w/male. lndudes 2 rooms, private
phoneline, use of computer, washer/dryer,
microwave, 15 min from UCF. $225/mo + 1/2
util. Reduced rent for light housekeepplng and
some babys1ning. Call 366-1919, leave msg
or call after 5pm.

86 Nisson Pulsar NX, 5 spd, AM'FM slereo
cass., car coverincl. excel cond. Asking $5800
o.b.o. 275-4141

1984 FORD TEMPO loadedl Power everything I $2900 080 273-8635

Excellent word processing 366-0538.
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
One mile from UCF campus.
All srudent documents. Same day servic;e,
available. IBM'AT, WORD PERFECT 5.0
IBM letter qualityflaser printing.
Fast • Professional • Accurate WORDMASTERS 277-9600
KCO Inc WP & DP $1 .2512.50 678-6735
Typing in my home $4.00 per page C
Florence MacNitt (407) 859-6595
Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.
TYPING $2.50 a page - 2 miles from UCF
campus-WordPerfect-Call Kathy at 3652620

$$$Earn Money$$$ Students if you're outgoing, like to work with public, and don't mind
being outdoors- earn an average of $10.00 or
more per hr. workings evenings . Call Mr.
Cawford at 682-4035 NOWl ll
ATIENTION-HIRINGI Governmentjobsyour area $17 ,840-$69,485. Call 1-602-8388885 Ext R5780
Students Great Job Opportunity working evening hours telemarketing for a nationwide
company - SS.00 To $2.00 dollars per hr.
plus commission experience preferred . Call
~at 682-4035 between 4pm - 9pm
Child care: 20 month old girl. 8-10 hrs.JWeek,
flexible schedule. $4/hr. 843-0725

good

Smith-Corona electnc keyboard typewriter
$50 Call 331-1782 or 677-8190

':!&T•I•

Research papers, 18.278 available! catZog 2.00 Research, 11322 Idaho, #206XT Los
Ange es 90025. Toll free (800) 351-0222, ext.
33 Visa/Mastercard or COD

I

ATIENTION-HIAINGI Government jobsyour area. $17,840-$69,485. Cali 1-602-8388885 Ext. R18189

Re5ponslble, non-smoker wanted to share
NICE rondo - $215 + utilities + security.
Washer/dryer, pool, tennis. 657-4895

Our annual banquet at the Park Suites was
hot, thanks to Darryl and Brent who did a lot.
We had a great time all night at the pool, but
rwenty people in !he hot rub surely broke the
rule.

.• .-~"'"' ..._. :-;
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73 Dodge Dart Swinger. Slant 6, AC , AM'FM
cass. stereo asking $1100. Call 628-2589 for
more nfo.

Lease take overform Feb .. 1bd/1 ba apt walk to
UCF, 250/mo. Call 380-2573

Delta Tau Delta
Now that spring has begun, our calender is
filled with lots of fun. During this semester we
will do lots of good, thanks to our brotherhood.

1(l

"ATIENTION: EASY WORKI EXCELLENT
PAYI
Assemble products at home. Details
(1) 602-838-8885 Ext W-1 8189.
Security Officers
FulVpart ome. Flex1b e sche<iule-a chance to
study and earn money. All shifts. $4.25-5.50.
Armed/Unarmed. Equ1pment/Umforms furnished. Apply at Serurex 1516 E. Colornal
Dnw Suite 1OOE. (407) 896-6530.

Tutors
MATH TUTORING
REASONABLE RATES
Algebra, Geometry,
Trigonometry, Calrulus,
All phases of Statistics
Retired (SR STATISTICIAN)
For the City of New York
Only 20 minutes from UCF
677-5959
Spanish rutoring. Reading, Conversation,
Writing: Call at 275-415712to1pm 3 to
after 9pm and weekends

4!1fu.

VISAORMASTERCARDI Evenifbankruptor
bad credit! We guarantee you a card or dou 1e
your money back Call 1-805-682-7555 Ext M1280
(Call 7 days a week)

·ATIENTION : EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME132,000/yr 1noomepotential. Details (1)
602-838-8885 Ext T-18189"

Supermarkets are giving cash to qualified
customers for details Call 539-212212210

Market Discover aed1tcards on your campus.
Flexible hours. Earn as much as $10.00/hour.
Only ren positions available. Call 1-800-9508472, ext 3

BAHAMAS VACATION PACKAGE
5 day 4 night cruise with meals and h&I
1ncluded.Goodthru6191 ContactDaveat3806681
Exdusive to UCF affiliates only

Fireworks factory restaurant position needed:
Busboy, hosVhostesses, cashiers, culinary,
excellent pay.
Pleasure Island in Lake Buena Vista's Disney
Shopping Village 934-8989
ATIENTIONI Excellent income for home
assembly work for information call (504) 6461700 Dept. P307

Brett,
Don't forget, Miss UCF starts at 8 tomorrow in
the SCA, so pick me up by 7:30. It'll be worlh
the wait!

•Barb!

Mother's helper available to clean fridays . Can
babysit and tutor. Sue 677-6056.
·

Hey, sweetie! Excaliber misses you - and I
do tool I'll always be there tor you. Ho
we can get together this weekend .

this ad do.e sn't work,
then why are you
reading it?

Advertise in the Central Florida Future.

I:
'

The Central Florida Future January 25, 1990

I •

.Okay, so she dumpediyou •
she wasn~ worth it anyway,, .right?
~~ But now your Friday nights are lonely and ·
I
you can only watch so many reruns of.
Gilligan's Island eating stale popcorn.
You could go crawling back on your knees
or pick up the phone and place
apersonal in The Future Classifieds.
Find someone who is worthy of yot11r love.
The choice is yours beenie weenies and RC Cola or
Filet Mignon with abottle of Dom Perignon.

Larry's Olde Fashion
Ice Cream and Yogurt

..
..

l.
.
1

Featuring 96% fat free ice
cream and over 20 flavors of
no fat yogurt.
Also serving sandwiches, soup
and chili for lunch!
Open until 12:00 Midnight
Fri_days and Saturdays .

LADY KNIGHTS
FROM PAGE 12

In addition to Robinson, the
Lady Knights neede~ to replace shooting guard Stark
Welch, who completed her eligibility and was the second
leading .scorer. They also
needed to add some depth at
point guard.
,
The newcomers filling those
roles are Natalie Howard and
Tracy Stowe. Howard leads
UCF in scoring with 15.7
points. Although not the threepoint threat Welch was, Howard is an excellent one-on-one
player and has the ability to
create scoring opportunities
herself. Although she started
only 10 of the 16 games, she is
among the top five players in
minutes played.
After Brinda Green and
Kelly Lincoln went down with
knee injuries last year, the
point guard position became a
problem spot for the Lady
Knights. Opposing teams of-

ten employed a full-court press
which effectively took the UCF
out of its offense. Green only
recently began jogging on the
court and her return is still in
doubt.
"Whether she returns remains in doubt," Knight said.
"Sometimes it's a big mental .
block when players tcy to return from a major knee injucy.
Kelly Lincoln proved it can be
done."
In her place, Stowe has
taken over the guard position
for the Lady Knights. Stowe
has played the most minutes
and averages 5.2 points.and
leads UCF with 82 assists.
"Teams don't press us this
year. They may put it on but
they take it off right away.
That's much to the credit of
Tracy Stowe," Knight said
The player showing the
most improvement for the
Lady Knights is Yolanda
Rhodes. Starting all but one
game, she leads with 34 steals
and is second behind Howard
with 13.6 points-an increase

from last year's 7.3 average.
"The improvement she
made has been astonishing,"
'.Knight said. "She's a much
stronger outside shooter."
Also playing roles off the
bench this year have been
Kacie Kemmer and Nina
Nunes. Kemmer provides increased depth at guard and is a
tenacious defender.
The Lady Knights are in a
final go-around against New
South Women's Athletic Conference. When the expected
approval comes from the board
of regents, the Lady Knights
will join the American South
.
Conference.
"I'm certain we will continue certain rivalries like
Stetson, despite changing conferences," Knight said. "I think
the American South holds a
certain opportunity for national recognition. I understand the men's need for a
conference. I like the idea of a
co-ed conference with doubleheaders with the men. It can
help create school spirit."

Be sure to register for 2 free movie passes and 2
. free sundaes to be given away every Monday.

..

275-8882

Located Next to UC6 in the
University Shoppes
WUCF·FM
Staff Position Opening-Station Manager
Qualifications:
1. Must be a student at UCF
2. Must be currently enrolled in a minimum of 6 semester hours
3. Must have a GPA of 2.0 or higher
Submit letter of application with resume to Peter Carroll, Radio

-,.

Manager, WUCF-FM, Library Suite 162, UCF-No Later Than
Jan. 26th, 1990 at 4:00PM

Jorge Alvarez/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

FOLLOW THROUGH
UCF pitcher Charlie Hrabrosky throws the ball during an intrasquad practice game as a coach
watches from behind . Hrabrosky is battling for the remaining spot on the starting rotation.

I

Professional Dancers,
Singers Who Move,
Musical Theatre Performers

71

All our world's a stage and we're casting professionals to be a part of
the magic at Walt Disney World .. Resort in Florida.
To qualify, you must be at least 18 by May 1, 1990. Bring current,
non-returnable resume and photo. Requirements: singers and musical
performers memorize two vocal selections (one ballad, one uptempo)
and bring vocal sheet music in your best key. Accompanist provided;
no tapes. Singers must have movement ability and may be asked to
learn at least one movement combination. Bring dance attire.
Dancers are taught dance combinations.

ORLANDO, FL

•

February 10 (Saturday) 9AM
MALE SINGERS/DANCERS ONLY
February 11 (Sunday) 9AM
FEMALE SINGERS/DANCERS ONLY

Callback February 12 (Monday)
Tupperware Auditorium
US 441-South Orange Blossom Trail
(5 miles south of Florida Turnpike, near Kissinunee)
·

·au·siness Manager Wanted
Business/advertising majors:
G~t

invaluable experience
while earning money.

The Central Florida Future is now
accepting applications for
the position of business manager.

No appointment necessary. If you have questions, call Walt Disney
World• Auditions at 407/345/5701 Monday- Friday, 10AM-4PM.
"The Wah Olsney Comf>3ny
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For more information and an application call 275-2601 or -2865.

.,I

by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

...

While much attention has been focused on the men's basketball team
beginning its new era under Joe Dean,
Beverly Knight's women's squad
should not be overlooked.
The Lady Knights have worked hard
to overcome the loss of two recruits and
are poised to make the final stretch to
reach their pre-season goal of a .500
record.
The team started slowly and produced only a 2-7 record after nme
, games. But since the UCF Holiday
Classic, the Lady Knights' play has
improved and bettered their record to
6-10.
"This season's been up and down,"
women's basketball Coach Beverly
Knight said. "We played great in the
holiday tournament and against Stetson but turned around and played
poorly. I'm not pleased with the consistency. If we stick together as a team we
can be successful."
Although the play has been inconsistent, the Lady Knights often play with
a level of fighting spirit which is sometimes foreign to UCF basketball.
Knight feels if the team continues its
recent improvement it can make a
Jorge AlvweZ.CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
strong run at .500 which was the top
UCF
junior
guard
Tracey
Stowe
battles
for
the
ball
in
the
Lady
Knights'
game
against
Florida
International
University earlier
goal for the season.
this
season.
Stowe
and
1he
res1of1he
Lady
Knights
have
compiled
a
6-1
O
record
so
far
this
season.
The Lady Knights have a chance to
accomplish that goal despite a situation which would have given them easy excuses to worked extra-hard."
best rebound. She's our best worker," Knight said.
not win. Knight's season plans for her squad changed
Knight said her team's success depends upon how "Kelly Bradley has come on strong and we need that
dramatically when two six-foot recruits, expected to well they rebound. When they rebound well, the Lady to continue. [Shannon] King has got to improve on the
play major roles on the team, became unavailable Knights win. She used weekend conference action as boards. She helps the team when she rebounds well."
unexpectedly.
an example. Saturday against Georgia St.ate, UCF
Killen and Bradley have combined to replace last
Regina Woodard, a junior college All-American, out-rebounded its opponent, 51-38, and came away year's leading scorer and rebounder Fayetta Robinleft school after three weeks without explanation and with a 22-point victory. In Monday night's four-point son. Bradley has become top inside scorer despite
returned to Michigan. CarolJ ames, the other recruit, loss to Mercer, the Lady Knights were out-re- being recruited as a shooting guard because of her
became academically ineligible when she did not bounded, 46-30.
soft shooting touch from outside. But because of the
Jill Killen carries the load on the boards for UCF. loss of the two recruits, she has been pressed into
receive her A.A degree over the summer as expected.
"It's unfortunate because we wanted them with us. She leads the team with a 8. 7 rebounds. She is aided playing a larger role in the low post.
It took away some of our inside depth," Knight said. by center Kelly Bradley who grabs 6.1 rebounds.
"But the team has responded really strong and has
"Jill is only 5-9. There's no secret to why she's our
see LADY KNIGHTS page 11

Lady Knights go 1 ·1
on Georgia road trip
by Roy Fuoco
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The UCF Lad:J Knights
went on the road over the
weekend and split their two
games.
They defeated Georgia
St.ate, 92-70, Saturday night
and lost a close game to Mercer
Monday night, 77-73.
The Lady Knights came
close to defeating Mercer.
They were dowu by one point
late in the game when they
fouled the Teddy Bears with
three seconds remaining. Mercer hit the first free throw and
purposely missed the second
and scored on the tip in.
With UCF in foul trouble
most of the game, Mercer
outscored the Lady Knights
from the charity stripe, 25-6.
Mercer had 39 free throw attempts compared to only 9 for
UCF. Jill Killen and Yolanda
Rhodes both fouled out for
UCF.
Mercer led at halftime, 3531. UCF equaled Mercer's 42
second half points despite
Mercer's domination on the
boards, 46-30.
The Teddy Bears had only
one player in double figures in
scoring, but she scored over
halftheir points. Andrea Con-

greaves scored 41 points and
grabbed 1 7 rebounds including 11 off the offensive glass.
Natalie Howard and Yolanda Rhodes paced UCF with
18and17 points, respectively.
Kelly Bradley also scored -in
double figures with 11 points
and led the Lady Knights with
seven rebounds. Killen had six
rebounds in just 18 minutes of
action.
UCF dominated G€orgia
State in almost every phase of
the gam~ en route to its 22point victory Saturday night.
The Lady Knights shot better
from the field, 49 percent to 38
percent, shot better from the
free-throw line, 74 percent to
65 percent, and outrebounded
Georgia State, 51-38.
Leading by three points at
halftime, UCF outscored the
Lady Crimson Panthers, 5334, to run away with the victory.
Howard led all scorers with
28 points. Rhodes and Bradley
chipped in 16 and 15 points
respectively.
UCF improved its record to
6-10 overall and 2-3 in the
conference.
Jorge Alvarez/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Upcoming games include
Florida A&M Saturday night RUNNING AWAY
and conference leading Geor- Anthony Haynes leads a breakaway in UCF's game
against FIU. UCF plays B-CC in Daytona tonight.
gia Southern Monday night.
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Clouding reality: the tears of what is, what isn't and what might be

PHOBIAS ~ to fear or n·ot to fear
•.

E ALL, AT SOME

point in ou._
lives, have
made the
statement "I
can't do thatl
I'm scared to
death of it!" Then we
overcome the situation
with a little bit of patience and practice.
Over time, we might
even be able to do
quite easily and prof ciently what before
might have seemed like
an overwhelming and
unattainable task.
That is what makes us
inherently different
from any other creature: our incredible
adaptive capabilities.
Unfortunately for
some, the ability to
overcome the fear of
something is not always stronger than the
fear itself. Taken to
the extreme, this is
where the term phobia
comes into play.
One might laugh at
the rare and unique
things that drive
people to the pathological side of fear; the fear
ofbeards(pogonophobia), the fear of gravity
(barophobia). the fear
of standing upright
(stasiphobia), the fear
of writing (a condition
that affects many
college students, clinically known as graphophobia) and, quite
plainly, the fear of
being afraid (phobophobia) .

•

•

see PHOBIAS page 3

story by Carlos Martinez
art by D. Cunningham
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'Tremors' alive with effects
Above average special effects, witty dialogue make the movie
by Richard Erle Kannan
11H A TOWN NAMED Perfection, something
bad is bound to happen.
We pick up the story with Val
McKee (Kevin Bacon) and Earl
Basset (Fred Ward), both handymen and partners in business.
Frustrated with their lives, they
decide to leave the hick town, Perfection, with dreams of making it
big somewhere. anywhere.
Suddenly, they start to run into
strange occurrences.
One road block after another,
Val and Earl can't seem to leave the
town they dread. First they spot
one of their friends dead sitting on
an electrical grid. then a farm
that's been ravaged.
Running scared. Val and Earl
try to high-tail-it out of town but
fail because the only road leading
out of town has been blocked off by
boulders from a landslide caused
by what's crawling around under
the ground.
The creature, later named a
Graboid, chases Val and Earl to

W

• The Enzian Theatre will
show Tom Jones starring
Albert Finney at 4:30 p.m. and 7 p.m.
and Emma's Shadow directed by
Soeren Kragh-Jacobsen (director of Pele
the Conqueror} in Danish with English
subtitles at 9:30 p.m. • The Theatre
Downtown will present The Bald
Soprano at midnight. • Joseph
Silverstein will join the Florida S~
phony Orchestra as guest conductor
and guest violinist as they present the
Masterworks Concert in the Bob Carr
Perlorming Arts Centre at 8 p.m. For
ticket informatlon, call 894-2011.

* * *-;.

Starring: Kevin Bacon,
Michael Gross
Director. Ron Underwood
**Poor ***FaJr
****Good *****Excellent

l:l!Pil:Ri)l:~imm
Unfveraol Studio..

Val McKee (Kevin Bacon) and Earl Basset (Fred Ward) make a
gruesome discovery in the thriller 'Tremors.'

Very talented Nuclear Assault attacks social

Weekending Jon. 26, 1990.

1. The Mind

8. "

Smithereens
9. Pure
The Prtmatives
1O. Mud Honey
Mud Honey
According to radio surveys
done by CMJ. Courtesy of
WUCF

on latest album

Other Stories.
Scarlet is a collection of

Top Ten College
Albums

Creatures
1. Rock 'n' Roll
Melons

issue~

tempt. sheformedAllAbout
Eve and they came up with
the album Scarlet and

The Charts

6.Bocmerang

• Scarlet Wld Other Stories

Artist: All About Eve
Producer: Paul Samwell
Smith
Label: Mercury /Polygram

N

•There will be a Superbowl

Uha.lllMlllll~

'Scarlet' won't boost one's morale

Ministry
2. Automatic
The Jesus and Mary
Chain
3. The Sensual World
Kate Bush
4. Condie/and
Ian McCulloch
5. Book of Days
The Psychedelic Furs

ring Academy
Award winner
Tom Hanks and
the
lovable
mutt Beasley,
will be shown in
the Student Activities Center
at 7 p.m. and 9
p.tn. Admission
is free with a
i£&.._...=:::~1m;:=:11 student I faculty ID.

Center Auditorium at 8 p.m. •Tom
Petty and the Heartbreakers with
special guest Lenny Kravitz will perform in the USF Sundome in Tampa at
8 p.m. Tickets are $18.50 plus service
charge and are available through all
tlcketmaster outlets • The Theatre
Downtown will present The Lesson at
midnight. For ticket information, call
841-0083.

Tremors

Key· *AwfUI

Touchstone Picutres'

!!~!!! Turner and Hooch, star-

• The Miss UCF Pageant
will be held in the Student

see TREMORS page 4

Rated: R

l......

week
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AMED AFTER rnE

1950's

Bette Davis film, All
About Eve, is yet
another product of the influences of England's
unique-sounding artists.
This folk/ choir style
foursome have put together
an unusual blend of acoustic guitars, banjos, haunting keyboards and semidepressing lyrics, all rolled
up in one suicide-inducing
album.
You may (or may not)
remember lead singer Julianne Reagan. who was
once a member of the group
Gene Loves Jezabel. After
an unsuccessful solo at-

very mellow, very slow and
very depressing tunes that
all sound alike.
Reagan's voice is quite
angelic and can be compared to the likes of the
great Edie Brickell.
Unfortunately, the lyrics
of the songs on the album
are dreadfully tear-jerking.
For example. in the song
"Only One Reason," Reagan
sings, "If you are looking for
a reason to live, ask the
lonely and the dying."
Other titles on the record
are "Road to Your Soul"
(slow and sad). ..Blind
Lemon Sam" (slow and sad)
and "More Than the Blues"
(guess what. slow and sad).
One song did have hit
potential; "December. "This
is the only tune with a singable chorus and it exhibits
Reagan's voice beautifully.
The band members may
have had their hearts broken one too many times.
because Scarlet Wld Other
Stories certainly does little
to boost one's morale.
- Suzan Zuljanl .

Party in the Student Activities Center at 7

p.m. • Mississippi Burning
will be shown in
the Student
Activities Center at 9 p.m.
Admission is
free with a student/ faculty ID
• The OCCA
National Arts
Centre
Orchestra
of
Canada , con- Gene Hackman
ducted by Gabriel Chumra and featuring pianist Louis Lortie will perform in
the Bob Carr Performing Arts Centre at
3p.m.

• Comedians Bobby Lee
and Dennis .. The Menace"
O'Connell will perform live in the Student Activities Center at 9 p.m. Admission is free with a student/ faculty ID •
The Sunshine Boys, starring Mickey
Rooney and Donald O'Connor will be
presented in the Bob Carr Performing
Arts Centre at 8 p.m. tonight and Wednesday night. For ticket information,
call 849-2020.

~~&UkA.i

• Handle With Care

Artist: Nuclear Assault
Producer: Randy Burns
Label: In Effect

T

HE LA1ESf RELEASE FROM

Nuclear

Assault.

Handle With Care,
proves that not all speed

metal is rtdiculous garbage
focused exclusively on the
subjects of death, necrophilia and body mutilation.
Side one opens with "New
Song," which effectively
mixes the element of speed
with power-rhythm progressions. and keys on the
irrationality of white power
and racial prejudice.
The next two songs,
"Crttical Mass" and "Inherited Hell," both deal with the
see NUCLEAR page 3

• There will be a dance at
Club cab in the Student
Activities Center at 9 p.m. Admission is
free with a student ID.

Confetti
John Citrone
Editor

Margaret Jennings
Assistant Editor

D. Cunningham
Art Director

Lara E. Hutchison
Production Manager

•
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Corifettt. is published by The CenJral Florida
Future, the student newspaper of the University of
Central Florida. Send all correspondence to:
Corifetti c/o The Central Florida Fu.ture, P.O. Box
25000, University of Central Florida, Orlando,
Florida 32816.
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NUCLEAR
FROMPAGE2

destruction of our planet by
pollution, human selfishness and waste. Both are the
strongest tracks on the
album.
"Mass" has a heavy,
~ crunchy' grinding tempo
with a typical hardcore style
bass line, while "Inherited
Hell" rips through a quick
·• one-two beat in a unique vein
of thrash.
The last two cuts on side
,. one are equally impressive.
"Surgery" deals with the cruelty involved in animal testing, and contains some good
.. double bass work by drummer Glenn Evans.
"Emergency," one of the
fastest songs on the album,
exhibits nice time changes
which the band performs
with professional dexterity.
Side Two offers more of the
same precision musicianship and intelligent lyrics. "F
Flat (Wake Up)" looks at the
• problem of wasting one's life
because of the fear of success
or failure.
•
The song has a moderate
speed and well-thought.
catchy rhythm riffs.
"When Freedom Dies"
begins slow but heavy, and
evolves into a medium-paced
tempo with a lot of push.
"Search and Seizure" is a
fun song dealing with the
problems between a longhair
and the law, and contains
some interesting drum lines
and fills.
The next h\70 songs are the
strong tracks of the side.
'Torture Tactics" depicts
~

Scott Edwards

the plight of the South African blacks and Nelson Mendela , and incorporates portions of recorded news
broadcasts and rallies
throughout the song. This is
without a doubt the most
thought provoking and important cut on the record.
The last song, 'Trail of
Tears," reveals the diversity
of the band's musical abilities.
Combining a heavy concentration of raw and refined
guitar with some slow acoustic breaks. the song comes
across with finesse and
power.
Overall, Handle With Care
is a superior album in all
aspects.
It shows that Nuclear Assault is a socially conscious
band with a sense of humor,
and this attitude is reflected
in their lyrics and playing
ability.
Most of today's bands are
afraid to touch on issues
such as pollution, vivisection, nuclear destruction
and racism.
Nuclear Assault handles
these topics with grace as
well as strength.
Unlike such monumentally overrated and musically
incompetent bands Hke Skid
Row, Whitesnake and Warrant. the members of Nuclear
Assault are talented musicians that attack relevant
social issues rather than
produce ill-conceived, sappy
love songs destgned to make
twelve-year-old girls weak in
their pre-teen knees.
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fears dawn) might get up out bed long after
the sun has risen to avoid first light. That one
sound familiar?
·
And, of course, an anemophobic (one who
One would be surprised at the number of
things that people are subjected to daily fears wind) might ...well, who knows what
without causing the stress that might drive they might do?
An unchecked phobia can lead to increasother people to their knees (fear of knees:
ingly neurotic behavior. That is why it is best
genuphobia).
What exactly causes the transition from to catch the phobia in its earliest stages. The
normal, everyday fears to the heart-stopping. process of unlearning a phobia is called
all-consuming fear that phobics face nearly desensitization.
This method involves slow introduction to
every day?
Dr. Cyris Azimi, an adjunct teacher at the object or situation .c ausing the person
UCF, said, "The prominent cause of phobic fear, along with repeated sessions that help
reactions comes from the childhood experi- the person become more and more accusences ofbeing exposed to unusual situations tomed to it. A person with cheatophobia (fear
(such as graphic or scruy movies and stories), of hair) might be shown a single strand of hair
or being threatened with a fearful situation on his first visit to the therapist, then a braid
(as in being attacked by the boogeyman), or on hiS next one, then a wig, and finally, the
patient might put the
exposure to things
wig itself on, or
that are accompamaybe run his finnied by a bad experiThe phobic person
gers
through
ence."
someone's
hair.
This
Since a child's
will do nearly
process takes time,
world is comprised
but it is the only way
of mostly fantasy,
anything to
that phobias can be
the child can misunsuccessfully dealt
derstand events and
avoid the specific
associate consumwith.
The most imporing fears with objects
root of his fear.
tant thing to rememor ideas.
ber when dealing
It is this lack of
understanding of reality that makes it com- with someone who is phobic is that, for that
mon for children to develop these reactions. person, the fear that he experiences is real.
Each phobic feels the same intensity of
By the same token, most adults are not
subject to developing phobias because of anxiety for hiS fear or fears. It might seem
appropriate to laugh at the different things
their understanding of reality.
Psychotics and neurotics, on the other that make certain people afraid of certain
hand. are not able to distinguish reality as things, but that is just because we are indifmost people see it, so they are subject to ferent to those objects that are commonplace
making new phobias.
in our own lives.
People with phobias are not being silly,
They might be scared of a pink elephant,
but reality tells us the majority of elephants they are simply reacting to what they perthat we see are grey. Typically, the phobic ceive as a real threat.
Patience, understanding and, most imporperson will do nearly anything to avoid the
specific root of his fear. An ombrophobic tantly, counseling, are needed for dealing
(one who fears rain) might come out of his with phobias. Through desensitization, a
house only on sunny days. A nephophobic phobic should be able to make the distinction
(one who fears clouds) might only look down- between real and imaginary threats, and
by Bill Morrissey ward while walking. An esophobic (one who react normally to these situations.

At Orlando
Jai-Alai, these
guy·s can really
play the game ...
So, come out
and give me
your support.
I need it.

UCF SENIOR (by day)
JAi-ALAi PLAYER (by night)

PHOBIAS

FROM PAGE 1

Suppose you could save inore
lives than "Were
lost in Vietnain, Korea and
World War II.
The Diabetes Research Institute at the University of Miami is now
creating what the world has needed for so long.
One state-of-the art facility where the finest medical minds and most
advanced technology in diabetes treatment and research can be brought
together from around the globe to work together on a scope and at a pace
not possible before.
Diabetes has been waging war against all of mankind for centuries, a
silent killer claiming lives in every nation on earth.
But now, with your help, we have a chance to win this war ortce and for
all. For all mankind.
Until we find the cure, we must share the pain. And the hope.

Diabetes Research Institute
436 & 17-92
Reservations:
331-9191
7 ni.ghtly, noon Mon., Thurs., Sat.

University of Miami School of Medicine
8600 N.W. 53rd Terrace, Suite #202
Miami, Florida 33166 Toll Free 1-800-321-3437

Join. Us On Our ~ission..
Together, We Can. Outlive Diabetes.

-
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T REMORS

reminiscent of
Graboids alive
the beast in the
and crawling.
FROM PAGE 2·
Val, Earl and
Alien thrillers
claim it's next victims. How- where
the
Rhonda go back
ever , the Graboid is ac- mouth is in the
to town and tell
cidently killed, which solves mouth of the
the others, less
the problem (or so they creature. Make
than 10 people,
think).
what's happensense?
In a mad frenzy, Val and
It can't see or
ing.
Earl run into Rhonda, a sci- go through rock,
They'd call for
help but the
ence student who's measur- and it hunts by
only phone · in
mg earth tremors. They sound vibratown is dead
show the Graboid to her, a tions- a footMichael Gross
and the C. B.
long sloth-like creature that step, a voice,
radio can't help
shoots serpents out of its even a whisper.
mouth to grab onto it's prey.
Then the really bad news because the mountains cut
This type of monster is breaks: there are still three them off from anyone who

Lights, rB
camera,
action!
The Central
Florida Future
is searching for a
few good
photograpers to
cover campus,
community and
sporting events.

:

For more
information, call
Jorge Alvarez at
275-2865.

•

I .

Not all Graboids are the
could'1hear them.
No one is sure what to do. same. They're equally powerbut ttie Graboids aren't wait- ful in strength but not inteling. •,
lectually.
This makes Tremors interTh~se are very powerful
creatu res. Graboids can esting to watch because an
suck up a person, a car, even easy solution is never found.
With above average spea house, offering seemingly
cial effects and a storyline
little chance of escape.
Even if the townspeople that's kept interesting with
find a 'rock to sit upon. the clever dialogue, TremDrs only
Graboid won't go away dis- shortcoming is that, during
the time span of the film (apcouraged.
Instead, it will wait for it's proximat ely two days)
victlnis to leave the rock and shouldn't Kevin Bacon's
if not. starve them t o death, charact er show some kind of
beard growth?
before 'devouring them.

•

GO KNIGHTS!!! · .
•

i \o1

Boston

IF YOU HAVEN'T SEEN US LATELY
YOU HAVEN'T SEEN US AT OUR BEST!

NEW MANAGEMENT
Drop Off Your Laundry
WASH· DRY· FOLD

eor-nienlly located '"

Alafaya Square
13 Alafaya Woods Blvd.

366-2041

9:00 and 10:00 P.M.
'.! for I .\Jm1ss1on

;it

lhl' 9 ll\: Ill l'.M. Shows CJnly.
This M

Brin~

60¢ per lb. - No Limit, Or Do It Yourself
Washers
$1.00 .
Super Washers
$2.00
Dryers
30 minutes
50¢
Clean Atmosphere, Color TV, Video Games
Food, Snacks, and More!
Attendant Always On Duty
Hours: 7:00 AM -9:00 PM 7 Days

~

'\

Pink Floyd The Wall
11:00 P.M.

Oviedo

~
9
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Al.AfATA lllVD.
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Sometimes the
worst thing you can
do to a drug user is
the only way to help.
Drug use is a question of extremes. People
who use drugs are either addicted or in
danger of addiction.
The results of drug addiction are poor performance, absenteeism, theft, robbery,
industrial accidents and death. .
And addicts often take others down with
them. L-Oved ones, friends, co-workers,
even employers.
Addicts seldom get well or even get into treatment by themselves. Someone has to help.
You could be that person.
If you're willing to get involved.
When you say, in no uncertain terms. "Get
well or get out," you may be awakening the addict to the one reality that can save her.
Threatening to fire an addict is the worst tliing
you can do to him. Or the best. If it gets him
into treatment.
Taking action isn't a cure.
But at least it's a start.

,,

•

Partnership for a Drug- Free America
•

